**Fender T-Bucket 300CE Moonlight Burst**

fender.com

$299.99

This bold acoustic-electric guitar with a built-in tuner combines good looks, playability, and Fender acoustic sound. Whether you’re jamming in your garage or taking the stage, this instrument is a good one to have in your lineup.

**FireKing SH10S**

fireking.com

$165

FireKing humidors, equipped with digital hygrometers and thermometers as well as Boveda humidification, are built to protect your cigars from flooding and fires. If you have cigars in your collection that are of great monetary or sentimental value, this is how you protect them.

**The LimeLens Set**

limelens.com

$49.99

Take your cell phone photography to new heights with this set of lenses that includes a dual Macro/Wide lens and a fisheye lens. Both attach to your phone, opening a new world of possibilities for your pictures.

**Ibobber Bluetooth Smart Castable Fish Finder**

reelsonar.com

$99.99

It’s the smallest, lightest personal sonar depth finder out there. It syncs with a free app on your smartphone or tablet up to 100 feet away, giving you an edge over the fish below the surface and tipping Mother Nature’s scales for your day on the water.

**Tommy Bahama Indoor/Outdoor Ashtray**

tommybahama.com

$35

A great addition to your deck or patio furniture, you won’t have to worry about this heavy-duty polymer ashtray getting worn or surviving exposure to the elements.